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Connecting people and place.
Research suggests that more than half of students
selecting an institution view its environment as
important to their decision. Faculty are even more
convinced that environment is one of the single
most influential factors in learning.
For every place learning happens, Allsteel has ideas,
layout considerations, and product solutions to help
design a space that works best for your campus.
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TRENDS IN HIGHER EDUCATION

New Technology

Tight Budgets

Upgrading
Facilities

Different
Learning Styles

Collaboration

Flexible Spaces
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RECYCLED
MATERIALS
IN PRODUCTS

PRODUCT
RECYCLING &
DISASSEMBLY

HIGH-QUALITY &
LONG-LASTING

Sustainability
Students expect their campus to use sustainable practices. Carbon
footprinting, recycling efforts, and other sustainability initiatives can
impact enrollment decisions. Most Allsteel products are level® certified
(to the e3 Furniture Sustainability Standard), SCS Indoor Advantage™
Gold certified (for better air quality), and can help towards LEED®
certification. Allsteel is a strong, experienced partner ready to team with
you on your green efforts.
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Products shown: All-Around™ tables, Involve®, Scooch™, and Take-5™ seating, and Hedge™ space
division

KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY

Products shown: Aware® tables and Inspire® seating

Manhattan, Kansas

Campus spaces
Classrooms
Faculty offices
Administrative offices
Libraries
Collaboration areas
Science labs

UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII MANOA
Products shown: All-Around™ and Transfer™ tables, Linger™
and Scooch™ seating, and Hedge™ space division

Lobbies
Culture centers
Training rooms
Lounge areas
Conference rooms
Cafés

Residence halls
Computer labs
Dining centers
Maker spaces
Health centers
Student unions

Honolulu, Hawaii
Products shown: Transfer™ tables, Rise™ and Scooch™ seating,
and View™ media credenza

Products shown: Belong® tables and Rise™ and Scooch™ seating

Products shown: All-Around™ tables and Linger™ seating

IMMACULATA UNIVERSITY

Immaculata, Pennsylvania

Partnership
Allsteel works closely with public and private
universities and community colleges to create
learning environments that ensure the best
possible academic, social, and community
experience for students, faculty, and guests.

BENEDICTINE UNIVERSITY
Products shown: Stride® benching and Clarity® seating

Lisle, Illinois
Products shown: Stride® workstations and Relate® seating

CLASSROOM SEATING
Shown with Aware® tables

Seek®
Quickly transform and repurpose a space with the
flexible, lightweight Seek chair. It conveniently folds,
nests, and stacks, freeing up valuable space.
Pivoting back and contoured seat accommodate a
wide range of users. Choose from mesh or polymer
back, arms or armless, optional seat cushion, and
casters or glides. Available in a range of colors.
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Inspire®
Fill your entire floorplan with Inspire seating. Featuring ergonomic TriFit™
technology and a reclining back, Inspire moves with you to reduce pressure
points and minimize fatigue.
Solid construction, seat contours, and waterfall front edge accommodate a
wide range of users. Choose from arms or armless, optional back and seat
cushions, and casters or glides. Four-legged and sled-style chairs stack for
easy storage. Seating options also include left- or right-handed tablet arm,
task, and four-legged stool. Available in a range of colors.
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CLASSROOM SUPPORT

Aware® Lectern
Mobile lectern with a
slim profile allows for
easy movement and
positioning. Features
hidden cutouts for
power and technology
access. Available in a
range of finishes.

Shown with Aware® credenza and Lyric™ seating

Aware® Tables
Light-scale and durable tables with a wide offering
of design options. Choose from a range of legs,
edges, sizes, finishes, optional modesty panel,
ganging brackets, power options, and casters or
glides. Available in fixed, folding, and flip-top.

Shown with Inspire® seating

All-Around™
Versatile table family offered in three heights and a
range of shapes. Features standard power module.
Easily pairs with View™ media unit. Choose from a
range of shapes, sizes, heights, and finishes.

Shown with Inspire® and Mind-Share® seating
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Aware® Marker Board
Marker boards with writable, easy-to-clean
surfaces available in both glass and porcelain.
Offered in double-sided mobile and wall-mounted
boards. Mobile double-sided tackboards also
available.

Shown with Transfer™ table and Linger™ and Scooch™ seating

Aware® Credenza
Storage and recycling support with a clean design
that coordinates well with other furniture. Choose
from buffet or recycle options. Available in a range
of sizes and finishes.

Shown with Aware® tables and Inspire® seating

Gather™ Community
Stylish, seated-height tables with a clean and
refined look. Choose from a range of shapes, sizes,
power options, and finishes.

Shown with Vicinity™ seating
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COLLABORATION SEATING

Shown with Beyond® movable walls, Belong® table, and Clarity® seating

Reflect®
Swivel base allows users to choose
how they want to work. Turn towards
each other for collaboration, or turn
away and enjoy the privacy provided
by the large upper shell. Available in a
variety of upholsteries and finishes.
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Vicinity™
Multi-functional chair that is lightweight and
easy to move. Stacks up to 10 high. Choose
from sled base or legs. Available in a range of
shell and leg colors.

Also available:

Stool

Shown with Harvest™ and Vicinity™ tables

Lyric™ Multi-Purpose
Lightweight and portable chair featuring a
perforated back and contoured seat to relieve
pressure. Stacks up to 10 high. Choose from
arms or armless, sled base or legs, and casters
or glides. Available in a range of shell and
frame colors.

Also available:

Task Chair

Task Stool

Shown with Aware® table
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COLLABORATION SEATING

Shown with Transfer™ tables and Scooch™ seating

Shown with Belong® tables and Rise™ seating

Rise™

Scooch™

Rise provides a unique gathering area.
Choose from two- or three-tier units, straight
or corner, optional metal tray, and power
option. Available in a range of upholsteries.

Lightweight and easy
to move, Scooch fits
in anywhere. Pairs
well with Hedge™
for a seat with a
backrest. Available
in a range of
upholsteries.

Shown with All-Around™ table

Shown with Merge® tables

Linger™

Mind-Share®

Linger features a
swivel base, selfcenter mechanism,
and a back designed
for perching on.
Available in a range
of upholsteries and
finishes.

Mind-Share benches and screens can easily
create micro-environments such as booths,
banquettes, and mini-rooms to fit your needs.
Choose from various screen heights and
lengths. Available in a range of upholsteries.
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Shown with Essentials™ storage

Shown with All-Around™ tables and Reflect™ seating

Involve®

Parallel™

Involve modular seating offers countless design and
configuration options. Choose from seat or banquette
cushions, storage, and power options. Available in a
range of upholsteries and finishes.

Sophisticated design with refined aesthetics and
functional details like an optional arm sleeve. Choose
from club chairs, sofa, and tables. Available in a broad
range of upholsteries and finishes.

Shown with Harvest™ tables and Mind-Share® seating

Take-5™
Take-5 is a multi-purpose
seating solution that stacks
up to six high. Optional
upholstered seat cushion.
Available in a range of
colors and finishes.

Also available:

Stool
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Shown with Belong® table and Rise™ seating

Clarity® Lounge
Clarity offers a clean
aesthetic and adaptive
comfort, with a
hidden motion recline
mechanism. Choose
from arms or armless
and optional upholstered
jacket. Available in a
range of mesh colors
and frame finishes.

Also available:

Guest Chair

Task Chair

COLLABORATION SUPPORT

Shown with Terrace® workstations

Shown with Terrace® workstations, All-Around™ and Transfer™
tables, and Linger™ seating

Clubhouse™

Hedge™

Create a room within a room to encourage
collaboration with visual privacy provided by
mesh screens. Choose from a broad range of
surface, seating, and power options. Available
in two heights.

Hedge provides
useful space
division with a
worksurface that
invites impromptu
conversations. Pairs
well with Scooch™
to provide seating
with a backrest.
Available in a range
of upholsteries and
widths.

Shown with Further™ hub, Belong® tables and Reflect™ seating

Shown with Transfer™ table and Mind-Share® and Scooch™ seating

Shown with Seek® seating

Aware®

Further™ Hub

Light-scale and durable
tables with a wide
offering of design
options. Choose from
a range of legs, edges,
sizes, finishes, optional
modesty panel, ganging
brackets, power options,
and casters or glides.
Available in fixed, folding,
and flip-top.

The freestanding
Further hub provides
data and power
throughout the
floorplan. Choose
from hardwired or
corded. Available in a
range of colors.
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Shown with Take-5™ seating

Shown with Involve® seating

Harvest™

Transfer™

Harvest is available
in seated or standing
height, with a split or full
top. Choose from classic,
rustic, and metal options.
Available in a range of
finishes and heights.

Transfer tables
are lightweight
and easy to move.
Choose from
oval or trapezoid
shape in a range
of finishes.

Shown with Linger™ and Mind-Share® seating

Shown with All-Around™ table and Clarity® seating

All-Around™

View™

Versatile table family offered in three heights and a
range of shapes. Features standard power module.
Easily pairs with View™ media unit. Choose from a
range of shapes, sizes, heights, and finishes.

View is a double-sided,
storage credenza with
space for a TV or monitor
(up to 42") on one side
and a marker board on the
other. Storage includes a
slide-open top for quick
access to power and data.
Pairs well with All-Around™
tables.
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CAFÉ AND DINING

Vicinity™
Multi-functional chair that is lightweight
and easy to move. Stacks up to 10 high.
Choose from sled base or legs. Available
in a range of shell and leg colors.

Also available:

Stool

Shown with Vicinity™ tables

Nimble®
Nimble offers a contoured, 100% recyclable
polymer shell and stacks up to 12 high.
Choose from three glide options. Available in
a range of colors.

Shown with Merge® tables
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Inspire®
Features TriFit™ technology and a
reclining back. Choose from arms or
armless and optional back and seat
cushions. Available in a range of colors.

Also available:

4-legged Stool

Sled Base

Shown with Merge® tables

Relate®
Lightweight side chair with a pivoting
back. Choose from arms or armless,
and mesh, upholstered, or wood back.
Available in a range of upholsteries and
finishes.

Also available:

4-legged Stool

Shown with Merge® tables
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CAFÉ AND DINING

Take-5™
Take-5 is a multipurpose seating
solution that
stacks up to six
high. Optional
upholstered
seat cushion.
Available in a
range of colors.

Also available:

Stool

Shown with All-Around™ tables

Mind-Share®
Mind-Share
benches and
screens can
easily create
booths and minirooms to fit your
needs. Choose
from a variety
of fabrics and
screen heights
and lengths.

Shown with Merge® tables

Harvest™
Harvest is an elegant table with a range of design
options. Available in seated or standing height, with a
split or full top. Choose from classic, rustic, and metal
options. Available in a range of finishes and heights.

Shown with Merge® tables and Scooch™ and Take-5™ seating
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Merge®
A broad family of tables with a wide array of
features and uses. Choose from a variety of shapes,
sizes, heights, legs, bases, edges, optional ganging
brackets, power options, and casters or glides.
Available in a range of finishes.

Shown with Relate® seating

Shown with Nimble® seating

Vicinity™
Multi-functional tables with a clean, refined aesthetic.
Choose from a variety of shapes, sizes, and heights.
Available in a range of finishes.

Shown with Vicinity™ seating

All-Around™
Versatile table family offered in three heights
and a range of shapes. Features standard power
module. Choose from a range of shapes, sizes,
and heights. Available in a range of finishes.

Shown with Linger™ and Scooch™ seating
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PRIVATE OFFICE

Shown with Beyond® walls, Merge® table, and Acuity® and Scooch™ seating

Shown with Beyond® walls and Lyric™ seating

Shown with Beyond® walls

Shown with Beyond® walls and Acuity® seating

Approach™
Approach provides a portfolio of modular options that inspires you to rethink how the private office can be
designed to address today’s needs, change over time, and even serve more than one purpose.
Sit-to-stand worksurfaces enable users to vary their posture throughout the day, with the height-adjustable
legs concealed within a shroud or pedestal storage. Smart storage options include a side-access tower,
credenzas in multiple configurations, stack-ons and wall-mounted overheads, and slim pedestals. Cables run
and plug in behind worksurfaces through an integrated trough designed into storage units.
Approach offers a to-the-floor base or a lighter-scale footed design. Choose from a variety of solid and
woodgrain laminate colors, numerous fabrics for tackboards and pedestal seat cushions, and multiple
storage pull styles. Approach offers a mix of materials to support your design vision.
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Shown with Sum® seating

Shown with Mimeo™ and Relate® seating

Shown with Beyond® walls, Altitude® table and Acuity® seating

Shown with Access™ seating

Involve®
Involve's modular design brings everything together to accommodate all the different ways work gets done, from private
office to open plan and beyond. It incorporates soft seating to encourage spontaneous interaction, laminate storage
options that support active work, and worksurfaces and screens that define space and create varied separation.
A variety of worksurfaces sizes and shapes, as well as table legs, stanchions, and supports help you design solutions that
accommodate a range of workstyles.
Involve is as comfortable in a corner or shared office as in the open plan. Beautiful, durable laminate storage options
define private office space, whether you prefer a traditional style or a more progressive look. Sophisticated detailing
combined with thoughtful functionality creates an office customized for the way you work.
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ADMINISTRATIVE

Stride®
Stride seamlessly integrates
worksurfaces, storage, space division,
and a wide range of design choices
within a broad surface materials
palette. Offering includes panels,
desking, storage, and benching.
Choose from a range of storage
options, worksurface sizes and shapes,
panel heights and widths, tiles, and
various design options including
off-modularity and footed panels.
Integrates with other products, such as
Involve® soft seating and worksurfaces,
Merge® tables, and more to solve
challenges across the workspace.
Available in a variety of paint colors
and panel materials, including
translucent tiles and spanning glass.
Integrated height-adjustable
workstations available with Stride Sitto-Stand.

Shown with Essentials™ storage and Acuity® seating

Further™
Adapt quickly and easily to workplace
changes with Further’s intuitive kitof-parts of. Its unique hub provides
power and data support and can be
beam-connected or freestanding.
Create and combine linear or organic
configurations using trapezoid and
rectangle worksurface shapes.
Choose from a range of storage
options, worksurface sizes and shapes,
screen types and materials, storage,
and other various design options.
Integrates with other products such
as Altitude® height-adjustable tables
to meet the needs of a wide range of
users. Available in a variety of paint
colors and screen materials, including
glass and user-movable fabric screens.
Integrated height-adjustable
workstations available with Further
Adaptive.

Shown with Clarity® seating
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Terrace®
From open, light-scale collaborative
worksettings with lower panels to more
private spaces with higher panels, Terrace
delivers. Power and data are located at
worksurface height, so it’s easy to plug in and
connect.
Choose from a range of storage, worksurface
sizes and shapes, panel heights and widths,
tiles, and various design options, including
footed panels. Integrates with Involve®
storage and soft seating, Aware® tables,
and more to create a cohesive floorplan.
Available in a variety of paint colors and panel
materials, including frameless glass.

Shown with Involve® storage and Relate® seating

Optimize™
Outfit faculty offices, create teaming areas,
replace a reception desk, or add new
administrative spaces with Optimize. Panels
feature a welded steel frame for long-lasting
durability, while design options provide for an
updated aesthetic.
Choose from a range of storage options,
worksurface sizes and shapes, framed or
frameless panel glass, and various design
options. Coordinates with other products,
such as Essentials™ storage, Cadence®
desking, and more for applications
throughout the office. Available in a variety
of paint colors and panel materials, including
frameless glass.

Shown with Essentials™ storage and Access™ seating
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STORAGE
Shown with Terrace® panels and Access™ seating

Align™
Align storage makes a strong aesthetic statement
while offering great design flexibility. Designed to
handle the everyday demands of the productive office
with double-wall drawer fronts, heavy-duty, European
door hinges, and durable construction.
Choose from a wide selection of credenzas, pedestals,
lockers, and personal towers. Then dress up drawer or
door fronts with a range of material choices. Available
in a wide range of finish options.
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Involve®
With an impressive selection of multidimensional storage options, Involve
supports active work while defining space.
Choose from a variety of open and closed
credenzas, support and mobile pedestals,
open active storage, stacking storage,
towers, bookcases, shelves, and overhead
storage. Available in a variety of finish
options. Offering includes storage, desking,
and soft seating.

Shown with Terrace® panels, and Involve® and Relate® seating

Essentials™
Essentials is a complete offering of fullsteel practical filing and storage solutions,
including laterals, pedestals, personal files,
bookcases, overheads, and personal towers
that meet almost any need. Available in a
range of paint colors.

Shown with Terrace® workstations
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TASK SEATING

Shown with Stride® workstation and Involve® storage

Shown with Stride® workstation

#19®

Acuity®

#19 features enhanced
ergonomics, including
Tria™ seat technology,
Plexus™ lumbar system,
Avatar™ balanced
motion, and VenTech™
back material. Choose
from arms or armless.
Available in a range of
upholsteries and finishes.

Acuity features intuitive
controls and AcuFit®
ergonomics, which
automatically adjust to
the user. Choose from
multiple arm options
and optional upholstered
jacket. Available in a
range of upholsteries and
finishes.

Also available:

Mimeo is light-scale
and cross-functional.
Its IntelliForm™ back
technology and weightactivated motion provide
consistent contact as
users change postures.
Choose from multiple
arm options. Available in
a range of upholsteries
and finishes.

Task Stool
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Side Chair

Shown with Stride® workstations

Shown with Further™ workstation and Align™ storage

Mimeo®

Also available:

Relate®
Relate features advanced
ergonomics, including
its Quick Tension™ lever
and Body Adaptive
Control™. Choose from
multiple arm options,
mid- or high-back styles,
and mesh or upholstered
back options. Available
in a range of upholsteries
and finishes.

Also available:

Task Stool

Side Chair

Shown with Further™ workstations

Lyric™

Also available:

Lyric offers a
comprehensive family
of seating. Choose from
multiple arm options and
mid- or high-back styles.
Available in a range of
upholsteries and finishes.
Offering includes task
chair and stool, multipurpose chairs, and large
and tall task chair.

Task Stool

Large & Tall

Shown with Concensys® panels and Tolleson seating

Scout®
Scout features intuitive
adjustability and
durable, high-quality
construction. Choose
from multiple arm
options and suspension
mesh or upholstered
back. Available in a range
of upholsteries and
finishes.

Shown with Terrace® panels and Stride® storage

Access™
Access is available in
Synchro-tilt or Basic
Synchro models, with
ergonomic features
standard on both.
Choose from multiple
arm options, mesh
or upholstered back.
Available in a range of
upholsteries and finishes.

Also available:

Task Stool
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Also available:

Task Stool

Shown with Stride® benching

Quip™
Quip balances an
expressive look with a
comfortable sit. Choose
from multiple arm
options. Available in a
range of upholsteries and
finishes.

Also available:

Task Stool

GUEST SEATING

Also available:

Clarity® Guest
Clarity offers a
clean aesthetic and
adaptive comfort,
with a hidden motion
recline mechanism.
Choose from arms or
armless and optional
upholstered jacket.
Available in a range
of mesh colors and
frame finishes.

Lounge Chair

Shown with Involve® desking and seating and All-Around™ table

Involve®
Involve modular seating can be freestanding or
integrated within a panel system. Choose from
seat or banquette cushions, cubby or drawer seat
base, tables, storage, and power options. Offering
includes desking and storage. Available in a range
of upholsteries and finishes.

Shown with Stride® workstation and Acuity® seating

Also available:

Lyric™ MultiPurpose
Lightweight and
portable chair featuring
a perforated back
and contoured seat to
relieve pressure. Stacks
up to 10 high. Choose
from arms or armless,
sled base or legs,
and casters or glides.
Available in a range of
shell and frame colors.

Shown with Merge® table and Align™ storage
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Task Chair

Acuity®
Acuity features a
pivoting mesh back
and complements
Acuity task seating.
Stacks up to four
high. Choose from
arms or armless and
casters or glides.
Available in a range
of upholsteries and
frame finishes.

Shown with Stride® workstation and Acuity® seating

Relate®
Relate features a
pivoting back and
complements the
Relate family of
seating. Stacks
up to four high.
Choose from arms
or armless, mesh,
upholstered, or wood
back, and casters or
glides. Available in a
range of upholsteries
and frame finishes.

Shown with Stride® workstation and Acuity® seating

Tolleson
Tolleson is a versatile
chair that stacks
up to five high for
convenient storage.
Choose from arms
or armless, square
or keystone back,
and casters or glides.
Available in a range
of upholsteries and
frame finishes.

Shown with Cadence® desking and Trooper® seating
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ACCESSORIES

Wand™
Wand LED adjustable task lighting offers a clean,
sleek design along with powerful LED technology to
illuminate the workspace. Swivel base, tilt arm, and
hi/low switch allow users to customize their lighting.
Available in a silver or white finish.

Shown withTerrace® panels and Relate® seating

Link™
Link LED lighting fuses style, performance, and
sustainability. Lamp head offers 180° movement,
while arm offers multiple articulation points. Choose
from freestanding or tool tile clamp and single- or
dual-arm. Available in a silver finish.

Shown with Further™ workstation and Acuity® seating

Undercabinet Lighting
Undercabinet lighting conserves space while
providing an efficient source of illumination. Utilizes
energy-efficient LED technology for reduced glare
and extended life.

Shown with Optimize™ panels and Essentials™ storage
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Monitor Arms
Monitor arms provide versatile adjustability with a
refined design. Offers multiple points of adjustment,
360° swivel, and gas spring technology for smooth,
effortless movement. Choose from single- and dualmonitor arms, heavy-duty arms, and adjustable laptop
tray. Can be installed on desktop or tool tile.

Shown with Stride® benching and Clarity® seating

Keyboard Supports
Ergonomic keyboard trays encourage neutral postures
of the shoulders, arms, and wrists. Slim profile doesn't
interfere with leg space beneath the workstation.
Choose from four keyboard models, each with an
articulating arm and keyboard platform.

Shown with Terrace® workstation and Acuity® seating

Organization Work Tools
Organizational tools take a firm grasp on a tool rail
or tool tile, freeing up valuable real estate on the
worksurface below. Choose from a variety of storage
options and accessories, including paper trays, binder
shelves, and pen holders. Available in a wide range of
paint colors.

Shown with Optimize™ workstation and Access™ seating
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COMMONS
ADMINISTRATION

CONFERENCE

LIBRARY

CLASSROOM

Higher Education Spaces
For higher education, success begins with your campus. And planning the
right office solutions begins with the concept of place. By understanding the
power of place, you can prepare your campus to address the needs of today
while adapting to the changing needs of tomorrow. Allsteel has worked closely
with public and private universities along with community colleges to create
workplace environments that ensure the best possible academic, social, and
community experience.
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PRIVATE OFFICES

COMPUTER LAB

CAFÉ

Faculty Offices
It’s important that every workplace invites interaction. An organized, comfortable office
system in which to sit and talk enriches the student and faculty experience.

Library
Students need space to think, room to collaborate, and technology to support their way of
working. It’s about balancing privacy and supporting collaboration.

Classrooms
Classrooms serve more than one purpose. It’s essential they have flexibility and modern
furniture to handle multiple styles of learning.

Active Learning Environments and Social Areas
As education moves to more active engagement, the environment must break free of
conventional design and furniture must adapt to foster the social nature of learning. 
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facebook.com/AllsteelOffice
twitter.com/allsteel
instagram.com/allsteel
linkedin.com/company/allsteel

Allsteel Inc.
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